
A visit for different occasion
941 450 876lvillegas@bujanda.com

“CANTOS” TOUR (CT) Price: 16 €/person

Price: 26 €/person

Price: 25 €/person

CT + “Bodega picnic”: 51 €.*    CT + “Premium Picnic”: 66 €.*     Duration 1,30h approx

Enjoy the landscape and nature. Learn or complete your knowledge, taking with you 
the essence of our philosophy and the taste of our wines. In this visit we explain the 
importance of the excellence of the fruit from the vineyard to the glass. Learn about 
the “Pago” concept (Single Estate) and our wines.

Includes welcome wine, visit to the vineyard, winery and tasting of Cantos de 
Valpiedra Crianza and Finca Valpiedra Reserva with Riojan sausage.

SEE PICNIC CONDITIONS BELOW

SEE PICNIC CONDITIONS BELOW

SEE PICNIC CONDITIONS BELOW

BOOK VISIT

“FINCA” TOUR (FT)
FT + “Picnic Bodega”: 61 €.*     FT + “Picnic Premium”: 76 €.*     Duration 2,15h approx

Let yourself go and have fun on the 4 × 4 tour that we will do through the Finca 
Valpiedra vineyards. An explanation from the origin, an approach to the countryside 
jobs and the work that the elaboration and aging process entails, to enjoy the best, 
the glass of wine that transmits all this essence. On your way through La Rioja, you 
cannot miss this visit to the “Pago”- Single Estate, in an exceptional setting.

Includes 4 × 4 route through the vineyard, welcome wine, visit to the winery and 
tasting of Cantos de Valpiedra crianza and Finca Valpiedra reserve with Riojan 
sausage.

BOOK VISIT

“TASTING IN BARRELS” TOUR (TBT)
TBT + “Picnic Bodega”: 60 €.*    TBT + “Picnic Premium”: 75 €.*     Duration 2,15h approx

Enjoy the landscape and nature. Learn or complete your knowledge, taking with you 
the essence of our philosophy and the taste of our wines. In this visit, we explain 
the importance of the excellence of the fruit from the vineyard to the glass. We also 
taste two grape varieties extracted at the time from the barrel to, later see and taste 
the result after its aging period. Learn about the “Pago” concept (Single Estate) and 
our wines.

Includes welcome wine, visit to the vineyard and winery, tasting of two grape 
varieties from the barrel, to end with the commented tasting of Cantos de 
Valpiedra Crianza and Finca Valpiedra Reserva with Riojan sausage.

BOOK VISIT

“ON THE BANKS OF THE EBRO RIVER” TOUR
With “Bodega picnic”: 70 € per person.*  With “Premium picnic”: 90 € per person.*

We encourage you to enjoy a unique, natural and sustainable plan. Sounds good, 
doesn't it?
During the tour of the winery, we will explain our peculiarities as well as the whole 
winemaking process and you will learn what is this concept of Pago. We will make a 
tour of our natural vineyard environment in a 4x4 and we will enjoy, outdoors, the 
tasting of the most representative wines of the Single Estate. After the tasting, we will 
let you enjoy a delicious picnic on the banks of the Ebro River. Can you ask for more?
 
This visit includes: welcome wine, visit to the winery, 4x4 tour through the vineyard, 
tasting of 2 wines and picnic on the banks of the Ebro River (outside*).

*In case of bad weather, the tasting and picnic will be moved to a place 
inside the winery.

*From April to October, complement your visit with a picnic in the vineyard.
The picnic reservation is subject to the purchase of any of the tours offered. 1 picnic per person. Minimum reservation 2.

Supplement for “Bodega picnic”: 35 €/person and for “Premium Picnic”: 50 € per person.

BOOK VISIT

Finca Valpiedra
Tel 941 450 876 – 628 046 505
Termino el Montecillo s/n

26360 Fuenmayor , La Rioja. (go to “Cenicero” 
and take the road on the way to “Elciego”).
lvillegas@bujanda.com 

PREVIOUS RESERVATION REQUIRED

CONTACT

 

Open Monday through Saturday. Closed 24th, 25th and 31st December and 
1st through 6th January.

HORARIOS

   @FincaValpiedra           FincaValpiedra           fincavalpiedra  ·     www.fincavalpiedra.com     ·     www.entrevinosypagos.com

https://www.fincavalpiedra.com/product/tour-winery-la-rioja/
https://www.fincavalpiedra.com/product/winery-and-vineyard-tour-4x4/
https://www.fincavalpiedra.com/product/tasting-in-barrels/
https://www.fincavalpiedra.com/product/on-the-banks-of-the-ebro-river/

